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The Journey to Bing
Our challenges at the launch of Bing
And Google’s not just a brand; it’s a habit

- Tough Love for Microsoft Search: Danny Sullivan
  - Dec. 30, 2008
Growing Momentum since the launch of Bing
But ... Still a Long Way to Go

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPlicit Core Share</th>
<th>U.S. Unique Users</th>
<th>U.S. Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>94.1M</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>71.7m</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo!</td>
<td></td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unaided Awareness
Perception Bing is a ‘Decision Engine’
There are three elements of Search Quality

**Relevance**
- Ensuring that best results rank at top
- Completeness
- Freshness

**Speed**
- How fast do result pages render?

**Ease of Use**
- Simple interface
- Query & click
Their semantic impacts on Search Quality

**Relevance**
- Selection and ranking based on meaning and concepts, not keywords
- Direct answers

**Speed**
- Reduce efforts to *task completion*
- Direct answers
- Fewer clicks

**Ease of Use**
- Intuitive queries
  - *Simplified tasks*
- Information aggregation & classification
Relevance is hard – {attorney tom brady}

Source: Google vs. Bing: the Fallacy of the Superior Search Engine – searchengineland.com
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Internet searchers are becoming more Task Centric

**Decision Making**

Q: In the past six months have you used a search engine to help inform your decisions for the following tasks?

- **Product Purchase**: 75%
- **Local Activity**: 62%
- **Flight or Hotel**: 45%
- **Healthcare Research**: 43%

66% of people are using search more frequently to make decisions

**Top 200 Search Tasks Analysis**

- **Frequency**:
  - Entertainment
  - Health
  - Shopping
  - Technology
  - News
  - Weather
  - Personal Finance

- **Importance**:
  - Games
  - Travel
  - Directions
  - Jobs
  - Real Estate
  - Recipes
  - Local Biz

**Satisfaction**
And their tasks are More Sophisticated then ever

LENGTHY TASKS

50% of time spent on long queries

COMPLEX SESSIONS

36% of sessions have multiple queries

67% of queries are in multi-query sessions
The traditional 10 Blue Links style is no longer sufficient.
Los Links Episode Uno
A Search Paradigm Shift is Happening

**SEARCH HIT OR MISS MODEL**

- Understanding query
- Relevance of 10 blue links
- Minimizing time of URL/query matching

**BING DIALOG MODEL**

- Understanding intent
- Whole page to whole session
- Minimizing efforts to completing tasks
Bing Dialog Model
Using BMR Framework

- Applying Bayesian Minimum Risk (BMR) Framework
  - Intent Model: \( I_t = \arg\max_I P(I | U_t, I_{t-1}, K) \)
  - Interaction Model: \( A_t = \arg\min_A E[\text{Cost}(A, I_t)] \)

- Considering productization feasibility
  - Local optimum vs. theoretical optimum

- Leveraging rich presentation capability
  - Infer multiple intent candidates
  - Generate dialog actions at multiple levels
Bing Dialog Model Implementation

$I_t = \text{argmax}_i \ P(I | U_t, I_{t-1} ; K)$

$A_t = \text{argmin}_A \ E[\text{Cost}(A, I_t)]$

When applied to Autosuggest:

$U_t$ is key stroke

$I_t$ is closest intent queries

$A_t$ is list of suggested queries

Cost() is selection efforts
Bing Dialog Model Examples
Simple & Explicit Query-Level Dialog
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Turn-taking Query-Level Dialog for Tasks
Page-level Dialog

Quick Tabs for relevant Bing Verticals, Domains, Answers

All Bing Vertical Services

Query Suggestion

Search History

Sponsored Ads

Entity-based result summary

Algorithmic Search Results
Session-Level Dialog
Bing: The Decision Engine

- Driving the Search Evolution from topical directory to site finder to task completion
- Acquiring and computing knowledge
- Understanding user intent and designing user interaction
- Minimizing Cost() i.e. the user efforts to accomplish a task

SEARCH
HIT OR MISS MODEL
- Understanding query
- Relevance of 10 blue links
- Minimizing time of URL/query matching

BING
DIALOG MODEL
- Understanding intent
- Whole page to whole session
- Minimizing efforts to completing tasks
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